In the future and unless the aliens are already inside the cabin having devoured your one leg and about to start on the other, before going for the shotgun just make the sound of the shotgun loading that if you practice enough should be suffice to scare the living daylights out of even an alien but it does require practice.

Bear in mind that all the walls surrounding you in the rock home are solid stone. The explosive power of one of those shotgun bullets while enough to dissipate into thin air once ricocheting off a wall slicing both your cats in half in less time than it takes you to gag will very likely find its way once exiting a window in to deep space. Give or take a dozen of the remaining steel pellets exiting the barrel of the shotgun at a speed a whole lot more than the speed of sound, some 700 mph, may also end up ultimately in thin air after first pocketing your face having first entered your body through the abdomen and if you happen to be holding on to one or both cats it could be lights out for them as well; bearing in mind with only one leg remaining your hopping to the gun might be your choice of suicide and then the next thing you and I will have to address is my liability for having a loaded shotgun, albeit with a lock, left unprotected in a home where there is a 28 year old minor present who has yet to be fully trained in its use.

What do you think of laws such as those designating what age is appropriate to drive when there is so poorly designed public transportation, the result of other kids forced to join the economic draft to prop up the oil dependant lifestyles of others who either have trust funds or just enough skills to currently scrape by when not paying off traffic fines?

Or are you currently more concerned about how the State of Israel is going to respond to my call of not waiting indefinitely to “give peace a chance” and do as I am doing and explaining in real time the ingenious Israeli Military Intelligence report that says in not so many words:
Immediately following the 2008 Beijing Olympic Games, Al Quaida, who serves the best interests of certain US banking interests with direct ties to the House of Saud, will launch a series of attacks on the oil fields of Qatar, Kuwait and Saudi Arabia that in the next instant will paralyze the U.S. economy; much like this very smart, not so top secret Israeli Military Intelligence report is designed to do, and at the same time explaining why precisely Al Quaida has not attacked the oil fields of Qatar, Kuwait, and Saudi Arabia, so biting the hand that feeds Al Quaida.

You know I could have, despite being English language deprived, at least when compared to my highly literate and so very precise in both English and French French-Canadian wife, easily written a far more thought provoking book than which Drudge Report maintains DECLARES 'END OF AMERICA'...

The likes of Buchanan on the far right and his “bosom buddies” on the far left eagerly await a precipitous collapse of the US economy that should have already occurred were it not for the “hand of G-d” very much at work, at least that is what I think.

I have only quickly glanced through the bought and paid for media’s headlines and so far I cannot see any mention of the extraordinary “snub” by the Peoples Republic of Communist China whose government officials no doubt have not forgotten either, my extraordinary close ties to DeBeers operative Roger W. Robinson the immediate past Chairman and Vice Chairman of the U.S.-China Economic and Security Review Commission now throwing their full weight in “reillying up” [sic] the so very easily led US American masses and see China as the new Soviet Evil Empire versus the truth of DeBeers and Co. having for a century now co-opted-corrupted all 3 Branches of the US Government, OR the trip taken last December to China by the Secretary of the US Treasury and the new chairman of the Federal Reserve where they did nothing short of put a gun to the head of the 1.5 billion strong Chinese when sitting across the table and threatening to wipe out China with nuclear weapons if China did not go along with the US ultimatum that China increase only very gradually their extraordinarily undervalued currency versus raising it quickly which of course the US would do in an instant in the “roles were reversed”.
China also hasn’t forgotten the extraordinary “snub” by President Bush when their
President last visited the White House and was not granted a formal State Dinner;
bearing in mind that Mr. Bush has no choice given the mess he inherited from
DeBeers controlled Bill “Rhodes-DeBeers Scholar” Clinton but to “play cowboy”.

The ingenious not so top secret Israeli Military Intelligence report that I am the only
person in the world broadcasting at Light-G-D-speed takes all this “into account”
and of course Drudge Report is not the only corrupt media outlet who understands
this all perfectly well.

Again, we have a timing issue.

Right now I just finished videotaping the moon still high above the ocean with total
daylight all about and the surfers in front of the cliff house making the most of
about 4 foot waves. Two athletic looking women just ran by on the narrow section
of cliff fast eroding in front both, no doubt fully aware of the gorgeous pink and
blue sky.

Marie is still fast asleep after one most enjoyable very fresh gourmet mushroom
soup dinner followed by a rather interesting conversation we had that only began
around midnight although I could be off by a couple of hours if not more. Both of us
increasingly losing track of time as are all those increasingly in touch with the
heartbeat of the universe.

I will be discussing those thoughts when next communicating with President Bush
who really shouldn’t wait to immediately suspend the trading of shares in public
corporations, either for me to publish in print my forthcoming book, THE HISTORY
OF MONEY CREATION AND ITS FUTURE, subtitle, A MESSAGE FOR THE PRESIDENT
or for the capital and financial markets to experience a precipitous collapse,
moments in the history of time from taking place from which there is no possibility
in hell of the US-DeBeers Dollar recovering; not to mention yet again, hell is only
here on planet Mother Earth for those wicked who have the knowledge I have been
sharing and who choose rather selfishly like Ron Bellows to keep it all to themselves
hoping to make before “time runs out” another “quick buck”.

The Chinese who like the very non-fanatical Israelis set the scholastic levels
wherever they travel understand perfectly well why Mr. Bush and the rest of the 3
Branches of the US have not already backed away from participating in any Middle
East peace process where peace brings to an end the out-of-control industrial-
military-complex of the DeBeers-US and what prevents the US from therefore
declaring the US bankrupt since by the US Treasury printing money 24/7 and
handing it over to the top dogs on 47th-Wall Street who in turn travel the world
buying up what they, who have no loyalty to country or religion, don’t already own,
prop up all these worthless, corrupt so very greedy human beasts’ fictitious
lifestyles which again is not lost on smart art cultured filled societies.

Moreover, such worthless-fictitious and so blood stained currencies have done a
great job in quieting things down in places like Iraq where those Iraqis not dead or
dismembered or raped are now refugees in neighboring lands but who are not as
dumb as US Americans would like to think since they can increasingly find Internet
connections exposing folks like so arrogant US Marine Captain Brian Steidle and his
DeBeers Hollywood-Madison Avenue supporters.

A “money culture” which is all DeBeers and their stooge governments around the
world are all about is simply no match for enlightened peoples.

Those who have seen or read about the Dead Sea Scrolls may not think there is
much to the fact that there has never been both prior and since anything close to
being as honest and important.

Time to fly.

Gg

Ps – Let me know if you have found that video you took of Allied World War II
fighters flying close by the cliff house. If you think it is on my computer here at the
cliff house, now would be a good time to access it.

BTW, Codiam is spelled with an “a”.

[Word count 1464]

From: Adam L Tucker [mailto:ajmco2@yahoo.com]
Sent: Sunday, November 25, 2007 8:50 PM
To: gevisser@sbcglobal.net
Subject: earthquake


the whole place got jolted; paranoid I ran for the shot gun and closed all the curtains… ☺ thank
G-d for the internet and technology.

From: Adam L Tucker [mailto:ajmco2@yahoo.com]
Sent: Sunday, November 25, 2007 9:41 PM
To: 'tkaron@pathfinder.com'
Subject: De Beers - Diamond Currency

Tony,

I read your article entitled “Why De Beers Wants You 'Blood Diamond'-Savvy” and
felt that you would be a good person to contact on with information about De
Beers.
A close confidant of mine, a South African Jewish man formerly employed by De Beers through a US based company called Codium Inc., out of New York. My confidant attended closed door meetings conducted between Stephen Cohen of Codium Inc. and Martin Rapaport of the RAPAPORT REPORT, a US publication that distributes the price of cut diamonds for the US whole sale diamond market. In these meetings, Stephen Cohen in direct order from De Beers, would provide the prices to be published in Martin Rapport’s diamond price fixing report.

We have started a website to help bring public awareness to the systemic corruption and control that De Beers has using its untreatable diamond currency, which for example gives them control of the oil industry which would be unable to operate without diamond drilling bits.

I can arrange a meeting or interview with my very credible friend as I believe it would be mutually beneficial.

www.just3ants.com

Sincerely,
Adam Tucker

---

From: Adam L Tucker [mailto:ajmco2@yahoo.com]
Sent: Sunday, November 25, 2007 8:29 PM
To: gevisser@sbcglobal.net
Subject: FW: De Beers - Diamond Currency

** CRAIGSLIST ADVISORY --- AVOID SCAMS BY DEALING LOCALLY
** Avoid: wiring money, cross-border deals, work-at-home
** Beware: cashier checks, money orders, escrow, shipping
** More Info: http://www.craigslist.org/about/scams.html

I posted an ad on Craigslist.com under their “Rants and Raves” section.

My post
http://sandiego.craigslist.org/rnr/488610575.html

Responses
http://sandiego.craigslist.org/rnr/489314944.html

http://sandiego.craigslist.org/rnr/488977966.html

http://sandiego.craigslist.org/rnr/488953953.html

The email below was an email that one of the readers sent. I ask that you add him to your email list.

Adam
And who do you think controls the diamond industry? Our good Jewish friends who control most everything in the world for that matter.